THE ORIGIN
OF Dwarf HORSES
By DAVID P. WILLOUGHBY
Scientific Illustrator in Vertebrate Paleonthology,
California Institute of Technology

As SOMEONE ONCE SAID, "A falsehood, once on its
way, is difficult to overtake." This observation
may be applied with equal truth to a hoax. And
the most persistent hoax in connection with
zoology during recent years is that there exists a
race of wild, dwarf-sized horses in the Grand
Canyon.
Readers may recall that in my article, "Dwarf
Horses of the Southwest," in the Sept.-Oct., 1945,
issue of THE WESTERN HORSE~lAN, I concluded
with the remark that the exhibitors of these horses
would not volunteer the source or sources from
which the specimens so far seen have been
obtained. Well, no matter, for despite their
secretiveness the true source is now known. In
a recent communication from H. C. Bryant,
Superintendent of Grand Canyon National Park,
I was informed that these "midget" horses have
been, and are being, obtained from a ranch in
Cananea, Mexico.
Recently, in the Sunday magazine section of a
nationally-circulated newspaper, the perennial
story of midget horses having been found in
"remote segments" of the Grand Canyon again
appeared-with spectacular pictorial accompaniments that even a Barnum might envy. It is,
indeed, remarkable how much misinformation
can sometimes be crQwded into a few paragraphs
and published, with vague references to evolution and science, as the latest authoritative findings on the subject. A number of readers of this
newspaper sent clippings of it to me, in some
cases because the reader was still confused, and
in other cases because he resented the credence
and publicity given to a questionable claim.
One of the time-honored means by which an
orator may attract and gradually convince the
open-minded listeners within range is to com-

mence with a known, indisputable fact or truth,
to which those addressed must unavoidably nod
assent. Then, by imperceptible stages, the
speaker moves to utterly unfounded assertions
and yet, by the art of persuasion, has most of his
audience at the end saying, "it sounds true." The
same result may be, and unfortunately often is,
accomplished by a cleverly-composed pseudo.
scientific article.
The writer has no fault to find with the asser.
tion that a poor environment may retard animal
development. It is, rather, its untrue application
to the alleged race of "Grand Canyon dwarf
horses" that is so misleading and regrettable.
The feral (run wild) horses of Sable Island,
Nova Scotia, furnish an authentic instance in
which once-domesticated animals, in becoming
feral in a harsh climate and unfavorable environment, gradually decreased in size. According to
F. A. E. Crew and A. D. Buchanan Smith, of the
University of Edinburgh, the ancestors of these
horses were taken to Sable Island ("the graveyard
of the Atlantic") from Massachusetts. In 1753
there were some 20 to 30 horses descended from
those originally landed. In 1760 further immigration of tame horses occurred. It was over
100 years later, in 1864, before another report
was made. Then there were about 400 horses in
six herds. They were quite wild, and each herd
had its own feeding ground. The stallions were
particularly savage and frequently fought with
one another. In size and appearance these horses
were likened to what is now known as the true
or Mongolian wild horse. This would mean that
they were about 12 or 13 hands in height; and
their coats, due to the harsh and cold climate,
were thick and shaggy. Thus in some 150 years,
due to unfavorable, restricted environment, these
horses had not only reverted completely to the
wild state but had changed markedly in size and
appearance.
But let us consider further the actual extent
of their statural decrease. The average shoulder
height of domestic horses in the United States at
(Continued on page 36)
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Dwarf
Horses
(Continued from page 17)
the beginning of the 18th century was about 14
or 14.1 hands. Thus, assuming that the feral
horses of Sable Island were originally of this size,
and had, during approximately 150 years, decreased to 12 or 13 hands, the loss in stature,
while significant, was really only 6 or 7 inches,
or about 11 or 12 per cent.
The horses of the Falkland Islands, the British
colony almost at the south.eastern tip of South
America, furnish another example of the stunting
effect of a bleak, inhospitable environment. In
this_ region the small size of the animals may be
attributed not only to the limited vegetation, but
also to the very limited amount of lime in the
soil, a deficiency of which is known to limit
skeletal development. But even on these remote
and isolated islands the horses, while small, are
far from being "dwarfs" or "midgets." The
smallest horse in the world today, taken as a
breed or race, is the Shetland pony, and the
average height of this breed is 10 hands. A
really diminutive full-grown pony or donkey may
measure as little as eight or even seven hands
high, but it should be borne in mind that such
~~ess is encoun!ered only in rare, exceptional
mdiVIduals. Certainly there exists in the world
today no race or Herd of horses, either wild or
feral, so dwarfed in size that of them it could be
said that evolution was "proceeding backward."
The horses alleged by publicity-craving showmen to be undergoing this reverse evolutionary
process in a "remote" ( why don't they say "nonexistent," and be truthful?) offshoot of the Grand
Canyon are a myth. This goes, also, for the story
of their having become "isolated" there through
p~rt of the trail having been blocked-off by landslides, the yarn about their being hoisted out of
the canyon by nets and tackle, and all the other
mystery and hocus-pocus connected with them.
The i?ea of any race of dwarfs or giants, human
or ~al, h~s always been fascinating, and this
persIStent £~-story of a race of pygmy horses is
1ust another mstance of a hard-up sideshow
exhibitor capitalizing on the good-natured credulity of the public. To repeat, the cow panies
actually found living in certain parts of the Grand
Canyon are little if any smaller than those on the
adjoining ranches and Indian reservations.
Edwin McKee, in 1938 (when he was Park
Naturalist of this region), found the smallest of
these feral, "fuzz-tail" horses to be 12 hands in
height-almost twice the height that the showmen would like people to believe.
A point clearly overlooked by the exhibitors
who describe their midget horse specimens as
wei~g only 30 or 40 pounds, is the well-known
mathematical rule that volume, or weight, in
objects of a given shape, varies as the cube of
their height or length. Hence, if two horses are
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f generally similar proportions and one is only
~ne-balf the height of the other, the ratio of the
SJJlaller horse's weight to that of the larger horse
will be as ½x½x½, or ¾, is to 1. So, if the
]arger horse is, say 16 hands in hei~t and weighs
1 000 pounds, and the smaller horse is eight
h~ds in height, the smaller horse would be expe<:ted to weigh somewhere around ¾ of 1,000,
or 125 pounds.
As to the b1-eed of the animals being exhibited
as having come out of the Grand Canyon (but
actually, as we now know, coming from Mexico),
the writer is still unable definitely to say. · Perhaps, after all, they are Shetland runts, as several
horsemen have written in to suggest. This question, it wot-.Id seem, is one for some horse-breeder
or veterinarian to answer, rather than ·for a
zoologist to ponder over. The accom~anying
snapshots, of two alleged "Grand Canyon' dwarf
horses, may, as poor as the pictures are, enable
some experienced horseman to accurately proclaim the breed or derivation of the animals
shown. These specimens are slenderer, less
shaggy, shorter tailed, and probably younger than
the stallion pictured in my earlier articfe. For
further information of any kind concerning these
dwarf horses, that any reader may be able to
furnish, the writer will be very grateful.
·
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dropped a chestnut filly, out of a Thoroughbred
horse, on Feb. 12. The filly .is Sonya's to raise
and train."

* * *
Mrss PAT STARX of Martinez,, Calif., reports that

her 25-year-old horse, Lad, is getting a well
deserved rest in permanent pasture. A mustang
caught off the range, Lad was a top cutting
horse on Pat's uncle's Nevada ranch until he was
fifteen. Then, she writes, "My uncle gave Lad
to me when I was five years old and Lad was 15.
I lived on a farm in California and I had many
places to ride him. Lad has never forgotten his
cow training and still likes to be boss of the
pasture. The weather is mild here, so I think
Lad will live in his horse's paradise quite a few
more years even though he is 25 years old."

* * *

JoN Gn.BERT GALVIN, 13, of San Diego, Calif.,
has two reminders of the 25-year-old Arabian
stallion, Le Sed No. 421, that sired his six-weeksold colt. One is, of course, the colt. The other
is a saddle rack he made to resemble a horseusing Le Sed's mane and tail after it had been
necessary to put the aged stallion to sleep. Jon
is training his own colt.

---

k 11, N. Y.

A WYOMING Thoroughbred Breeders association
has been formed at Larami, with Welda Martin
as president. Purpose of the group is to encourage the breeding, rearing, sale and use of
Thoroughbred horses.
JULY-AUGUST, 1946
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***
Sired by the outstanding stallions:
LITTLE STAR A.Q.H.A. 726
STRANGER
A.Q.H.A. 1108
MIDNIGHT, JR. A.Q.H.A. 210
BILLY THE KID A.Q.H.A. 2379

***
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A particularly outstanding selection of young
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